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1 Purpose and Related Work

The proliferation of the Internet has not only made computer systems widely accessible but also open to
attacks and intrusions. Intrusion detection has therefore become an important area of research.

As important as detecting intrusions may be, dissemination of information related to intrusions that
have occurred is equally important. This helps others gear up and patch the vulnerabilities that resulted in
those intrusions. In such a scenario, a survey of the vulnerabilities exploited and the number of intrusions
experienced will give us valuable information about the trends in exploits and help direct effort towards
preventing them.

Consider a large group of companies. Over a period of time every company will detect a certain number
of vulnerabilities in the various pieces of software being used in the company. In order to find out how ram-
pant those vulnerabilities are being exploited in the corporate world and direct concerted effort in patching
them up, the companies might be interested in a survey of the vulnerabilities exploited in various companies
and the number of exploits using them. All the companies would be interested in knowing the total number
of exploits using a certain vulnerability detected in all the companies taking part in the survey. But none of
the companies would want to reveal the actual number of exploits in their company as they might feel that
this will hurt their image and that their customers might lose faith in dealing with them. Furthermore, they
might be paranoid that this information could be used by malicious people to break into their system in the
future.

In general, in the type of the surveys described above, the interviewer needs to ask interviewees sensitive
questions whose answers are supposed to be confidential information. For example, questions like the
following might be asked: “how many security break-in’s does your company have in the last month”,
“please choose from the following the most common successful attacks your company is subject to, ...”, and
“please tell us the numbers of machines in your company that are running Windows NT, Linux, and Solaris,
respectively”. Companies want to keep the answer to these questions confidential, because, if falling to
the wrong hands, the information could be used to attack the companies’ computer systems. For example,
telling other people that the number of break-ins is high is a sign of saying the company is easy to break
in, and disclosing the most common successful attacks tells other people the right way to break into the
company’s computer systems.
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This problem can be modeled as an a privacy preserving survey problem. Currently, in the survey
situations where confidential questions are asked, two common strategies are adopted: The first approach is
to assume the trustworthiness of the interviewer, or to assume the existence of a trusted third party. Such
an assumption is quite risky in nowadays’ dynamic and malicious environment. Furthermore, even for a
trusted interviewer, if the confidential information collected from the interviewees is accidentally disclosed
(perhaps by a disgruntled employee of the interviewer’s company, or as a consequence of a system break-
in), the interviewer might face expensive lawsuits from the interviewees. From this perspective, a trusted
interviewer might even prefer not to know the actual answers from the interviewees if it can still conduct the
normal statistical analysis. Therefore protocols that can support survey while protecting the participants’
privacy are of growing importance.

The second commonly used approach is to use anonymous technique: each interviewee sends back their
answers anonymously to the interviewer using a hard copy or using any of the anonymous communication
protocol proposed in the literature [1, 5]. However, this straightforward use of anonymous reply does not
guarantee that the results come from the intended interviewees; anyone else who knows the ongoing survey
can make arbitrary answers and anonymously send it back to the interviewer. This renders the results more
or less untrusted. Of course, more sophisticated approaches could be used to solve the above drawback,
however we suspect that communications among the interviewees might be required, which is undesirable
in the real life.

The goal of this paper is to investigate another technique, the random response technique, and discuss
how it can be used to conduct such type of privacy-preserving survey. Random response technique was
initially proposed by Warner [6, 7, 2, 4] to compute the mean value of the sample data. We extend the
random response technique also to various other standard statistical analysis operations, such as computing
standard deviation, correlation coefficient, and linear regression line. Another goal of this paper is to apply
this technique to the intrusion detection area for collection of information related to intrusions.

2 Privacy-Preserving Survey Problem

In this section, we will formally define the Privacy-Preserving Survey Problem.
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Figure 1: Models

Problem 1. (Privacy-Preserving Survey Problem) To conduct a survey, an interviewer sends out questions
to many interviewees; each interviewee is supposed to send answers back to the interviewer (the answers
could be quantitative answers or yes/no answers). The interviewer, after collecting all the answers, wants
to conduct certain statistical analysis: if the answers are quantitative answers, it wants to calculate the sum,
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mean, standard derivation, correlation and regression; if the answers are yes/no answers, it wants to count
the number of yes answers and the number of no answers. Throughout the whole survey process, the
following constraints should be satisfied:

1. The interviewer should not learn the exact answers of each interviewee.

2. No interviewee should learn the exact answers of other interviewees.

3. Interviewees are not supposed to communicate with each other.

The first two constraints guarantee the privacy of each interviewee’s answer. The last constraint is
necessary in the real world because it is undesirable to have the participants communicate with each other
during a survey because of the scalability problem and the anonymity issue: in the anonymous survey
situation, the participants’ identities are not supposed to be revealed. Figure 1 describes such a survey
process.

3 Solutions

3.1 The Encrypted Circuit Approach

This problem is a special case of the general secure multi-party computation problem (SMC) [8, 3]. Goldre-
ich proposed a general approach, the encrypted circuit, to solve the general secure multi-party computation
problem in [3].

Using this approach, the interviewer can apply for an encrypted circuit from a survey issuer (need not
be a trusted party, however, the interviewer and the survey issuer cannot collude with each other). The
encrypted circuit is designed to conduct n additions while not revealing to the interviewer the inputs from the
interviewees and any meaningful intermediate results. The interviewer, cooperating with the interviewees,
can use the encrypted circuit to get the sum of all inputs.

Although this approach can gain the accurate results while achieving privacy constraints, it comes with
its cost: first of all, the communication cost between the interviewer and the survey issuer is O(cn logL),
where n is the number of participants, and L is the largest number among the replies, and c is a non-
negligible constant associated with the encrypted circuit. For example, for n = 1000, L = 220 the circuit
size could be in the order of Mega-bytes. Secondly, each interviewee has to participate in multiple rounds of
communication with interviewer. Therefore, if the number of interviewees are small, this technique tends to
be a good approach because it can produce accurate results. We consider this technique as the complement
to the one we are going to described in the following because the next one actually requires a larger number
of interviewees in order to get more accurate results.

3.2 Randomized Response

Quantitative Answer

Observation 1. If every interviewee generates a random number according to certain pre-agreed random
number generation parameters, the mean of these random numbers tends to be a pre-determined number if
the number of interviewees is large enough. For example, if random numbers are generated uniformly in
[�m;m], the mean of these random numbers will be 0.

Based on this observation, each interviewee could add a random number to its actual answer, thus hiding
the actual answer. Then, from the interviewer’s point of view, although it does not know each actual answer,
it can still estimate the mean value of the actual answers.
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For example, let xi be the actual answer from the ith interviewee, for i = 1; : : : ; n, and ri be the random
number generated by the interviewee; let �x be the mean value of xi’s and �r be the mean value of ri’s. After
the data collection, the interviewer will get:

1

n

nX
i=1

(xi + ri) =
1

n

nX
i=1

xi +
1

n

nX
i=1

ri = �x+ �r

Next we will show how to use this random response scheme to compute other statistical values, such as
standard deviation �, correlation coefficient r and linear regression b.

For the standard deviation

� =

sPn
i=1(xi � �x)2

n� 1

=

sPn
i=1 x

2
i � n�x2

n� 1

to compute �, in addition to getting the mean value of xi’s, the interviewer needs also to get the value ofPn
i=1 x

2
i . Using the same random response technique, interviewees make it possible for the interview to

compute
Pn

i=1 x
2
i by sending back their x2i disguised by random numbers.

Similar methods could be used to compute the correlation coefficient and linear regression line if the
interviewer asks two related questions, whose relationship is the subject of the survey. For example, let
(xi; yi) be the actual answer for the ith interviewee, according to the following equations,

r =
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the interviewer can compute the correlation coefficient r if it knows
Pn

i=1 x
2
i ,
Pn

i=1 y
2
i ,
Pn

i=1 xi � yi
and mean values �x and �y all of which can be obtained using the randomized response technique without
disclosing the actual values of xi and yi. Moreover, knowing these numbers also allows the interviewer to
compute the linear regression line y = bx+ (�y � b�x), where
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In what follows, we assume there are two questions asked by the interviewer, and each interviewee sends
back a tuple (x; y) to the interviewer, where x and y are two numbers. The protocol works for one-question
situation by ignoring y; it can be straightforwardly extended to an n-question scenario as well.

1. The interviewer sends the questions and parameters for the random number generation to the intervie-
wees.

2. For the interviewee i, if the exact answers to the questions is (xi; yi), it generates five random numbers
ri;1, ri;2, ri;3, ri;4 and ri;5 according to the parameters from the interviewer; then the interviewee sends
xi + ri;1, x2i + ri;2, yi + ri;3, y2i + ri;4, and xi � yi + ri;5 to the interviewer.

3. The interviewer can conduct the following statistical analysis:
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(a) sum of x: sx =
Pn
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n
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.
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(f) sum of xy: sxy =
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Yes/No Answer

1. Ursula sends the questions and a parameter p to the interviewees.

2. Each interviewee prepares a biased “coin” with a head and a tail on each side. If flipping the coin, the
interviewee has p possibility to get the head and 1� p possibility to get the tail.

3. Each interviewee i will first flip the “coin” before answering the question. If he gets the head, he will
tell the truth; if he gets the tail, he will tell a lie.

4. Suppose the number of yes and no the interviewer gets is u and v respectively, the estimate of the
number of actual yes answers u0 and the estimate of the number of actual no answers v0 can be
computed from the following:

u = u0p+ (n� u0)(1 � p)

v = v0p+ (n� v0)(1 � p)

Warner gave a detailed analysis of the choice of p in [6], and we summarize the result here. The choice of
p is important in this protocol. If p = 1=2, the interviewer will gain nearly nothing from the survey because
he will get about 50% yes answers and another 50% no answers. If p = 1 or p = 0, i.e., everybody
tells the truth or tells a lie, the result the interviewer gets will always be accurate. For p between 1=2 and
1 (or between 1=2 and 0) the interviewee provides useful but not absolute information as to exactly what
the actual answer is. p’s being more close to 1=2 means that a larger sample size is required to get more
accurate results.

4 Applications

IRDB project, an incident response database for gathering cost and incidence information on types of se-
curity events, is an ongoing project using the traditional survey technique. The outcome is not satisfactory
because of the privacy concerns of its participants. We believe the outcome could be improved if it takes
advantage of our purposed survey technique.

The IRDB project attempts to provide a framework to record incident information. the incidents infor-
mation includes a risk type and an attack type. The risk type expresses the consequences of the attack (e.g.,
root access). The attack type identifies kinds of attacks. One of the objective of this project is to collect
statistical data from many different organizations, and assemble them into a coherent picture of incident
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costs and frequencies on a national scale. In the current implementation, participants have to totally trusted
the database maintainer in keeping their information confidential. Because of such a trust assumption, the
number of participants are not significant enough for a meaningful statistical analysis.

Using our proposed randomized response technique, the participants do not need to trust the database
maintainer. The database maintainer will not be able to derive the actual information from each single
response, but as long as the number of participates are large enough, he can still achieve the statistical goal.

There are many other type of survey projects, whose tasks are to collect and analyze various kinds of
intrusion information, such as vulnerabilities, exploits, damage of security breaches, situation of intrusion
detection deployment, companies’ budget devoted to the IT security, costs and the duration of the recovery
and so on. We believe they could be able to benefit from applying the proposed randomized response
technique if they can integrate this technique well with their projects.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a randomized response technique in this paper, and have discussed how it can be applied
in intrusion detection for the purpose of understanding vulnerabilities, intrusions, recovery, and the global
trend, pattern and situation of intrusions and vulnerabilities. The technique can also be used in other survey
situations where participants have to answer sensitive questions that they are not willing to answer.
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